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Season 2, Episode 6
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Convention



Hal and Lois heads off to a convention while the boys stays home for the babysitter. Malcolm, Reese and Dewey assumed it's just another old woman, their parents hired to watch them. They decide to do a series of pranks on their babysitter, which includes the covered up sewer tank with a blanket and a book for the old woman sit on. To their surprise, their babysitter is a hot, teen-aged girl named Patty. She is sweet to them, but also bitter because she was rejected by Francis, a long time ago, because she was obese. Now the boys compete against each other to see who will prove their eldest brother wrong in his rejection and sleep with her without sex. Meanwhile at the convention, Lois tries in vain to stop the fight between Hal and Jack, who stole his idea.
Quest roles:
Kyle Sullivan(Dabney Hooper), Evan Matthew Cohen(Lloyd), Craig Lamar Traylor(Stevie Kenarban), Kasan Butcher(Joe), Will Jennings(Eraserhead), Melody Perkins(Patty Henderson), Robert Curtis Brown(Tom), Alison La Placa(Barbara), Bruce Paul Barbour(Ted Keneally)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 November 2000, 00:00
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